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Artificial Intelligence Impacts Business:
The AI-Business Revolution
By Christine Taylor

A

rtificial intelligence and business, it seems, is a
marriage that is all but inevitable. Artificial intelligence
is intelligence built into computing systems, or as MIT
professor Marvin Minsky put it, “the science of making
machines do those things that would be considered
intelligent if they were done by people.” In sum, this
concept of extending the “intelligence” of systems is the
core of how AI enables critical advantage for businesses.

AI isn’t new. People use it every day in their personal
and professional lives. What is new is are new business

offerings thanks to two major factors: 1) a massive
increase in computer processing speeds at reasonable
costs, and 2) massive amounts of rich data for mining and
analysis.
AI accomplishes business activities with greater accuracy
and at a fraction of the time that humans take. But it’s no
slam dunk: AI can be expensive to buy and install, takes
a lot of management cost and time, and has some ethical
baggage. Its benefits often outweigh its disadvantages,
so we’ll look at both.

Early Stages of Testing & Learning
In what stage is your organization in terms of investigating and/or implementing machine learning?
We are exploring use cases for the technology.................................................................................................................48%
We are currently in pilot or production with the technology............................................................................................36%
We are actively evaluating the technology.........................................................................................................................26%
We are currently testing the technology............................................................................................................................. 21%
We have no need for machine learning.................................................................................................................................3%
Source: Harvard Business Review Analytics Services survey
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Artificial Intelligence in Business: The Awakening
InfoSys in its survey report Amplifying Human Potential:
Towards Purposeful Artificial Intelligence reported that
the most popular AI technologies for business were
big data automation, predictive analysis, and machine
learning. Additional important drivers include business
intelligence systems and neural networks for deep
learning.
Certain industries have adopted advanced deployments
of AI at a faster rate than others. Pharma/life sciences,
automotive and aerospace, telecoms, energy, oil/gas and
utilities, manufacturing, shipping logistics, healthcare,
and financial services lead the pack.
Artificial intelligence in business brings AI benefits – and
challenges – into business areas including marketing,
customer service, business intelligence, process
improvement, management, and more.

Major Use Cases for Artificial Intelligence in
Business
The biggest use cases driving AI in business include automating job functions, improving business processes and
operations, performance and behavior predictions, increasing revenue, pattern recognition, and business insight.
1. Automate job functions to improve efficiency.
This driver crosses industry verticals and horizontals,
and includes any repetitive job function that AI can
automate. Manufacturing robots are the most obvious
example but far from the only one. AI can automate
any job function that requires repeated manual input,
such as generalist IT functions. AI also drives efficiency
by automating machine workloads, such as collecting
and analyzing sensor data. And for better or worse, the
public is used to automated phone attendants, chats,
and emails that are driven by AI.
2. Improve business processes. Process improvement
is well advanced in manufacturing, where industrial
robots have made inroads for many years. AI also
improves business processes in transportation and
logistical supply chains, such as dynamically adjusting
trucking routes by tracking weather and traffic delays.
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Business continuity uses AI systems that automatically
detect and mitigate anomalies like power surges or
potential security breaches. Another important AI
frontier is biomedicine. Matching donor kidneys to
transplant patients is traditionally a long and laborious
process because the patient and donor population
frequently changes. A Carnegie Mellon University
research team created AI technology to accelerate and
improve the matching process.
3. Predict performance and behavior. AI applications
can predict time to performance milestones based on
progress data, and can enable customized product
offers to web search and social media users. Predictive
AI is not limited to traditional business: Disney Labs,
Caltech, STATS, and Queensland University partnered
to develop a deep learning system called Chalkboard.
The neural network analyzes players’ decision-making
processes based on their past actions, and suggests
optimal decisions in future plays.
4. Increase revenue. Companies can increase revenue
by using AI in sales and marketing. For example, Getty
Images uses predictive marketing software Mintigo.
The software crawls millions of websites and identifies
sites that are using images from competitive services.
Mintigo manages the huge sales intelligence database,
and generates actionable recommendations to Getty
sales teams. Northface uses IBM Watson to analyze
voice input AI technology and recommend products.
If a customer is looking for a jacket, the retailer asks
customers what, when, and where they need the jacket.
The customer speaks their response, and Watson scans
a product database to locate two things: 1) a jacket that
best fits the customer’s stated needs, and 2) crossreferences the recommendation by weather patterns
and forecasts in the customer’s stated area.
5. Pattern recognition. AI pattern recognition improves
investigations into non-compliance or fraud in
digital communications, while social semantics and
sentiment analysis works for purposes as different as
social media marketing and terrorist investigations.
Customer activity patterns can also generate product
recommendations and content curation. Netflix saves
$1 billion a year by using AI to recommend videos
customized to each viewer. Netflix discovered that
viewers are 4-5 more times more likely to click on a
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video that appears on their Netflix recommendations
screen. Netflix uses their AI system to track individual
watching patterns, then recommends less well-known
videos to the viewer. This system optimizes Netflix’ $6
billion a year content spend, since most of these videos
are less expensive for Netflix to buy than blockbuster
premium content.
6. Business insight. AI can interpret big data for better
insight across the board: assets, employees, customers,
branding, and more. Increasingly AI applications work
with unstructured data as well as structured, and can
enable businesses to make better and faster business
decisions. For example, sales and marketing AI
applications suggest optimal communication channels
for content marketing and networking to best prospects.

Top 7 Uses of Applied AI Today

Which of the following machine learning areas are having
the greatest impact on your organization today?
Predictive analytics.......................................................82%
Text classification or mining........................................36%
Fraud detection............................................................35%
E-commerce.................................................................. 31%
Behavior or sentiment analysis....................................27%
IoT applications............................................................27%
Smartbots or chatbots.................................................27%
Speech recognition/natural language processing.... 26%
Image or video recognition, classification,
or tagging.....................................................................25%
Source: Harvard Business Review Analytics Services survey

AI Business Concerns
For all its benefits, AI projects are often costly and complex
and come laden with security and privacy concerns. Don’t
let these issues blindside you: carefully research the
business challenges around AI, and compare the costs of
adopting an AI system against losing its benefits.
AI is expensive. Advanced AI does not come cheap.
Purchase and installation/integration prices can be
high, and ongoing management, licensing, support, and
maintenance will drive costs higher. Build your business
case carefully; not just to sell senior management, but
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to understand if the high cost is worth the benefits –
especially if a big business driver is cost reduction.
AI takes time. Give installation plenty of time in your
project plan, and build your infrastructure before the
system arrives. High-performance AI needs equally
high-performance infrastructure and massive storage
resources. Businesses also need to train or hire people
with the knowledge skills to manage AI applications,
and complex AI systems will require training time and
resources. Many businesses will decide to outsource
some or all their AI management; often a good business
decision but an added cost.
AI needs to be integrated. There may also be
integration challenges. If your AI project will impact
existing systems like ERP, manufacturing processes, or
logistics systems, make sure your engineers know how
to identify and mitigate interoperability or usability
issues. Businesses also need to adopt big data analytics
infrastructure for predictive and business intelligence AI
applications.
AI has security and privacy concerns. Cybersecurity is
as important for AI applications as it is for any business
computing – perhaps more so, given the massive
amounts of data that many AI systems use. Privacy issues
are also a concern. Some of AI’s most popular use cases
-- ranging from targeted social media marketing to law
enforcement -- revolve around capturing user information.
Businesses cannot afford to expose themselves to
security or privacy investigations or lawsuits.
AI may disrupt employees. Some positions will benefit
from AI, such as knowledge workers who give up repetitive
manual tasks in favor of higher level strategic thinking. But
other employee positions will be reduced or eliminated.
Although businesses must turn a profit, employee
disruption is awkward, unpopular with the public, and
expensive. According to Infosys, companies with mature AI
systems make it a point to retrain and redeploy employees
whose positions were impacted by AI automation.
Deploying AI systems is a big project, but is ultimately
a business technology like any other system. Carry out
due diligence. Research and build your expertise and
infrastructure. Then deploy, use, refine, and profit.
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Three Rules for Being an AI-First Company
By Eliot Knudsen

E

arly in 2017, Google CEO Sundar Pichai announced that
Google was moving from mobile-first to AI-first. If the
company is as successful shifting away from mobile as they
were shifting towards mobile, the change could alter more
than just Google. It will likely force other companies to
change the way they operate in order to keep up. In much
the same way that mobile-first required a new approach
to strategy, design and development, AI-first will require a
new perspective to properly benefit from its impact.
Many companies will say they’re “AI-first,” but how many
will truly be able to transform?
Here are my three rules for being an AI-first company,
regardless of your industry.

Rule No. 1: Think in Singles, Not Home Runs

great anecdotes about the power of AI, those are mostly
superficial.
The first instinct of business people is to look for the
perfect home run use for ML: either automating a process
for massive efficiency gain or a breakthrough in customer
experience (to sell more of course). In reality, teams that
effectively deploy ML build out competence over a long
time by hitting a series of singles and doubles, not out-ofthe-park home runs.
The perfect example of this is Gmail.
On the surface, the spam filter is Gmail’s killer ML app.
Algorithms scan billions of emails every day and remove
the headache of a noisy inbox. But dig a little deeper
and you’ll find many other small and big features in Gmail
which are ML-powered:

Machine learning (ML) is about hitting singles and
doubles, not home runs. Focus on building a muscle that
builds many smaller features.

• CCs to add — suggests to user additional people to
add to emails

Forget what you’ve heard about artificial intelligence (AI)
or ML being magic pixie dust that will automate away
50 percent of our jobs. While there have been many

• Check for Attachment — stops user from sending email
without an attachment if text suggests there should be
an attachment
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• Flag Emails as Important — places a small flag on
incoming emails to help user prioritize
• Translate Text — translates automatically between two
languages
The Gmail developers have removed friction and
improved the user experience of the product inch-by-inch
with small, ML-enabled injection.

Rule No. 2: Choose the Right Hammer
Simply knowing which nails require which hammer could
be the difference between success and failure
If ML projects had a batting average I’d doubt it would
break .100. Even when compared to software broadly,
which is known for high failure rates, ML fails a shocking
amount of the time.
Usually this is because product teams don’t fully understand
the problem they’re trying to solve. I’ve seen a large legal
research company invest over $20 million into a project
which could have been solved by a handful of developers
over a month. Conversely, I’ve seen many large banks
under-invest in ML, building to alpha products, but running
out of money before they could be put into production.
I like to break ML projects into four categories:

Analytic
Category

Typical
Business Context
Investment

BI and Reporting

$100K-$1M

Data anylists run
hypothesis tests
and build ongoing
dashboards

Recommendation $1M-$5M
Systems

Augments user
experienceand
removed friction

Automation
Systems

Replaces manual and
repetitive work, but
only for very simple
tasks

Breakthrough
Technology
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Requires large
amounts of training
data, sophisticated
team and time

ML projects often fail because people confuse
recommendation systems for automation systems and
vice versa.
Let’s go back to our Gmail example. The feature that
flags email as spam and the feature that flags email as
important looks similar. In both cases it’s a binary yes/
no that the algorithm predicts. The difference is that
they have an entirely different user experience and set of
requirements.
Spam filters are doing something very simple; I can say
immediately whether an email is spam or not. It needs to
be highly accurate (because how often do you check your
spam folder), but not let too many emails through. It’s a
perfect case of automation.
On the other hand, flagging an email as important is quite
complicated. It can depend on the person, the contents,
the time of day and any number of other factors. Gmail
would never dream of filtering out ‘unimportant’ emails
or even rearranging your inbox, because it’s not accurate
enough. They’re trying to augment the user experience
and build recommendations.
Andrew Ng has a great quote about this: “Anything that
a human can figure out in two seconds can probably be
automated by machine learning.” I call this the “two-second
rule,” and it illustrates that you need to think hard about
whether machines are up to a complex task. Don’t expect
magic from automated systems — in most cases the magic
pixie dust has significant human lifting behind it.
Often I’ll ask executives whether they’re trying to
channel Steve Jobs or Andy Grove. Jobs starts with the
user experience and builds backward to a technology
solution (which can involve ML). Grove brings Hungarianstyle discipline to a workflow: Break it down into simple
enough pieces that you can automate and build quality
around.

Rule No. 3: Data Beats Algorithms
Don’t try ML before figuring out your data, especially in
the enterprise.
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It’s easy to put the cart before the horse in ML. Most
organizations jump to implementing algorithms or
building analytics before they are on solid footing with
data. It’s like the old adage: “Garbage in, garbage out.”
This is especially true for large enterprises. Executives
map out neat definitions of where data lies and the
organizations which own them. The reality is that data
in the enterprise today is a spaghetti mess. There are
hundreds of systems, applications and databases which
contain a myriad of inconsistent and siloed data. It’s made
worse by years of M&A, reorgs and changing business.
In fact, the enterprise mess of data is so bad that even basic
analytics, like counting the number of customers within a
segment or the amount of spend in a category, is difficult
and time-consuming. It’s no surprise then that when
analysts try to apply more sophisticated algorithms, those
algorithms are not very effective because of their data.

important, but it’s also an enduring competitive moat for
an organization.
Many companies will swan dive into AI-first and struggle
to figure out why their investments aren’t paying off.
Many will find that AI enhances their user experience and
bottom line. The difference will be how genuine their
efforts are to truly understand how AI works and what it
can (and cannot) do for them.

To summarize:
• Don’t try to hit home runs. Focus on singles and
doubles across an application.
• Understand the problem before picking technology.
Match your hammer to the nail if you want successful
projects.
• Address your data mess before looking to fancy
algorithms.

The boring, unsexy task of collecting data is much harder
to copy than fancy algorithms. Not only is data more
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CIOs Leveraging AI and Machine Learning For ITSM Goals
By Jeff Kaplan

F

or the past decade, many IT departments have been
on the defensive trying to keep pace with escalating
end-user demands and competitive pressures. The
emergence of ‘shadow IT’ as a major force within many
enterprises raised questions about the role of IT in a
cloud-first world. Now, enlightened CIOs are exploring
ways to employ artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) to actively engage their IT teams as key
players in the rapidly evolving digital transformation
efforts within their organizations.

A growing number of IT departments have recognized
that they have been unable to satisfy the rising
expectations of end-users and corporate executives
because they failed to successfully adopt IT service
management (ITSM) tools and best practices in the past.
This failure not only resulted in inconsistent processes,
but also the inability to collect and act on timely data in
an effective fashion. Now that the stakes are rising further,
many CIOs are acquiring a new set of cloud-powered
ITSM solutions with greater AI and ML capabilities to
improve their IT business processes and increase their
effectiveness.
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These topics and trends were openly discussed this
week during ServiceNow’s NowForum in New York City.
The company has been delivering cloud-based ITSM to
address these issues for over a dozen years and used
its NowForum multi-city tour to explain its approach to
responding to today’s IT challenges and showcase its
next generation of solutions that include additional AI
and ML capabilities.
I was invited to attend the event by the company and was
not only impressed with the overall turnout of over 2,000
attendees, but also the composition of the audience
which was evenly split between IT professionals and
representatives of other corporate functions, especially
human resources (HR).
The unusual mix was a reflection of today’s macro-market
trends and ServiceNow’s product marketing strategy.
Every functional department within enterprises is being
reshaped by technology. As a result, IT is a critical
component in the success of every business function. In
HR for instance, having the right systems in place sets the
tone for the organization from the first day an employee
arrives to the day they leave. The way IT supports the
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on-boarding process and responds to daily helpdesk
requests impacts it’s the employee experience and IT’s
stature within the organization. And, in today’s world
of tech savvy employees the expectation is that IT will
offer seamless support and provide plenty of self-service
alternatives which reduce the reliance on traditional
trouble-ticket systems.
A recent survey of 500 CIOs worldwide commissioned by
ServiceNow found that many expect AI and ML to power
new automation capabilities that will significantly improve
the quality and efficiency of their ITSM capabilities.
Almost half (49%) of the CIOs surveyed say they are
already using machine learning and another 40% are
planning to. Over half (52%) of respondents say they are
moving beyond automating routine tasks, such as security
alerts, to permit the automation of more complex service
management decisions. More than two-thirds (69%) of the
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CIOs believe decisions made by machine learning will be
more accurate than those made by humans.
Using AI and machine learning to improve ITSM, has
given CIOs greater confidence to assert themselves into
the digital transformation process taking place in many
organizations. ServiceNow’s survey found more than half
(52%) of the CIOs participating in the study agree that
machine learning plays a critical role in the digitalization
of business processes. As a result, nearly three-quarters
(72%) are leading their company’s digital transformation
efforts.
If this is true, IT is leveraging the latest AI/ML innovations
to become a real enabler of business success.
Jeff Kaplan is Managing Director of THINKStrategies.
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Mid-Market Firms are Banking on AI and Blockchain
By Pedro Hernandez

L

arge enterprises aren’t the only ones investing in
machine learning and other artificial intelligence
(AI) technologies. Many mid-market companies are also
pursuing AI-enabled business processes, according to a
Deloitte study.

Sixty-five percent of organizations are using data analytics
to report business results and increase the accuracy of
their forecasts, which are often crucial in seizing market
opportunities. Fifty-six percent are using the technology
to predict customer behavior, up from 54 percent in 2016.

After surveying 500 mid-market and private companies,
each with annual revenues of $100 million to just over
$1 billion, Deloitte discovered that more than half (62
percent) were already using AI, or machine intelligence,
to analyze business outcomes. Fifty-four percent of
respondents said they were using cognitive interpretation
technologies to derive information from images and text.

Only one percent of those polled said they don’t use data
analytics, a figure that has held steady since last year.

“In addition, many of the respondents—43 percent to be
exact— predict that cognitive insights will be the most
beneficial application of machine intelligence. Human
resources is one ripe area for such insights,” stated the
report. “For instance, companies are using machine
platforms such as chatbots to guide prospective
candidates through the application process.”
Data analytics is another mid-market must-have.
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Blockchain is another technology that a growing number
of mid-sized businesses are embracing.
More than a third (34 percent) of respondents said they
plan to use blockchain to store and secure digital records.
Nearly a quarter (24 percent) plan to use blockchain to
execute smart contracts and 19 percent plan to exchange
digital assets with it.
Blockchain holdouts are clearly in the minority. A mere 14
percent said they had no plans to use the shared-ledger
technology.
Deloitte’s research also sheds some light on the
technology budgeting decisions at mid-market firms.
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This year, 36 percent of respondents said they spend
more than five percent of their organization’s revenue on
technology, up from 28 percent in 2016 and 30 percent
in 2015. Only nine percent of companies consider their
technology spend “negligible,” down from 17 percent in
2016 and 14 percent in 2015.
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Overall, most respondents are growing their IT budgets.
Sixty-nine percent said their technology spending is
“higher” or “significantly higher” in 2017 than last year.
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